
LAP PAD LP1010XL

1 year standard warranty and lifetime customer
support.

Ergonomic laptop cooler and stand
It has 4 inclination angle options to suit your
needs.
Angled modulated design for comfortable
operation
Reduces working fatigue for long hours of laptop
working
Can also be used as a laptop stand for the correct
angle of viewing
Sturdy Design
Dual Fans
2 Port USB Hub
Super Silent

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹749.00
Stock: instock
Categories: LAPTOP COOLING PAD

Product Description

Our revolutionary laptop cooling pad is designed to enhance your laptop's performance and
prevent overheating. With its sleek and ergonomic design, our cooling pad provides optimal
airflow to keep your laptop cool during intense computing sessions. Equipped with high-speed
fans, our cooling pad efficiently dissipates heat, ensuring optimal performance and longevity for
your laptop. Say goodbye to frustrating slowdowns and unexpected shutdowns caused by
overheating. Designed for convenience, our cooling pad is lightweight and portable, making it
easy to carry and use wherever you go. Not only does our cooling pad keep your laptop cool,
but it also provides a comfortable typing angle, reducing strain on your wrists and enhancing
your overall typing experience. Compatible with laptops of various sizes, our cooling pad is a
versatile solution for all laptop users. It features a durable construction, ensuring long-lasting
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performance and reliability. Don't let overheating slow you down - invest in our top-notch laptop
cooling pad today. 1 year standard warranty and lifetime customer support.

Ergonomic laptop cooler and stand
It has 4 inclination angle options to suit your needs.
Angled modulated design for comfortable operation
Reduces working fatigue for long hours of laptop working
Can also be used as a laptop stand for the correct angle of viewing
Sturdy Design
Dual Fans
2 Port USB Hub
Super Silent
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